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Spectral and Scattering Theory for 
Symmetric Systems of Nonconstant Deficit 
HIDEO TAMURA 
We study the spectral and scattering problems for symmetric systems of non- 
constant deficit. We prove (i) discreteness of eigenvalues. (II) absolute continuity of 
continuous spectrum. (iii) principle of limiting absorption. As an application to the 
scattering problems, the decay of local energy and the completeness of wave 
operators are obtained. The class of systems we consider here includes the 
linearized equation of magnetohydrodynamlcs as a typical example. ( IYXh 
,Ac.idrm~c Prerr. Inc 
The present paper is devoted to the study on spectral and scattering 
problems for first order symmetric systems of nonconstant deficit. Most of 
the wave propagation phenomena of classical physics are described as sym- 
metric hyperbolic systems of the form 
i(?$r)u= L,(.u, D,)u = E(.r) ' f A,D,U, .is E R” $1 (I.1 i 
where D, = -i(Q?x,), 1 d ,i d n, M = u( t, s) = ‘(11, ..., u,,) is a C-valued 
function, A,, 1 <j<n, are constant symmetric matrices of size dx d and 
E(x) is a strictly positive definite matrix; c, Id 6 E(x) < c,Id, Id being the 
identity matrix of size dx tL We discuss (1.1) under the formulation as a 
Hilbert space problem. Let X, be the Hilbert space of C”-valued square 
integrable functions with the energy scalar product 
(1r, r), = i‘,. 14(s) E(.Y) L’(.Y) d.Y. (1.2) 
The operator L, (x, D,) is symmetric with respect to the scalar product 
above and admits a unique self-adjoint realization in A’, We denote by L, 
this reaiizatjon. The domain Q(L, ) is given by 
.V(L,)= {uEX,: L,(x, D,)uEX, in the distribution sense) 
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and the solution u( t, x) to (I. 1) is represented as u = exp( - itL, ) ug for the 
initial data u0 E X,. 
The system L,(x, <) is said to be of constant deficit, if rank L,(.Y, t) = 
constant for 5 E R;\ {O} and to be of nonconstant deficit, if otherwise. Note 
that rank L,(x, 5) does not depend on .Y, even if L, (x, <) is of nonconstant 
deficit, which follows from the form of L,(x, <) at once. In the present 
work, L,(x, 5) is not necessarily assumed to be of constant deficit. For such 
systems we study the following spectral problems: (i) discreteness of eigen- 
values; (ii) absolute continuity of continuous spectrum; (iii) principle of 
limiting absorption. We further apply these results to the scattering 
problem and, in particular, we prove the completeness of wave operators. 
The class of systems which we consider in the present work includes 
the linearized equation of magnetohydrodynamics (M.H.D.) as a typical 
example. 
1. ASSUMPTIONS AND RESULTS 
We begin by formulating several assumptions. We write (.Y) for 
(1 + jxl’)‘:’ and denote by 1 1 x the matrix norm. We also follow the stan- 
dard multi-index notations. 
First, we make the following assumptions on E(.u). 
ASSUMPTION (E). (E.0) E(x) is C” -smooth. 
(E.l) c,ld<Qjx)<c,Idfbv c,>O, 1 <j<2. 
(E.2) There exists u constant positive dejinite matrix E,, such that 
IE(x)-EoI,=O((x) “)for some 8, 0<0<2. 
(E.3) Ja:E(x)( x =0((x) “), (c(( = I, for some o-, I <c-c 2, and 
lqJqx)l JL = O((-Y) ‘1, /%I 2 2. 
Throughout the entire discussion, we use the constants 6’ and D with the 
meanings ascribed above. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
E,=Id;o<l$-8if0~1;o=eif 1~0~2. 
We define the unperturbed system L,(t) by 
L,(g) = E,, ’ i A,(,= i A,<,. 
,= I /= I 
We denote by X, the Hilbert space of C“-valued square integrable 
functions with the usual scalar product 
(u, c) = J,,, u(s). G(u) f&l (1.3) 
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and by L, the unique self-adjoint realization in X, of L,(D,). As is easily 
seen, the eigenvalues of L,(l) and the corresponding eigenprojections are 
positively homogeneous in c’ of degree one and zero, respectively, and also 
these eigenvalues can be classified into three types of eigenvalues; (a) iden- 
tically zero; (b) not identically zero but vanishing; (c) nonvanishing. We 
assume that L,(t), <#O, has do eigenvalues of type (b), 0 <d,, 6 d, and 
denote them by I.,(<), 1 6 j d &. Let 
c,= ji’E.s+‘:A,(<)=O), 
where S”- ’ is the (n - 1 )-dimensional unit sphere. 
ASSUMPTION (L,). The eigenvalue A,([) and the corresponding eigenpro- 
jection r,(r) can he taken to satisfj the following condition: there exists a 
conic neighborhood G, of E, in which 13,(t) and f,( 5) are P-smooth and 
lv:qr)l f 0. 
By Assumption (L,), 1, is a smooth submanifold of s” I with codimen- 
sion one and the group velocity V,3,, never vanishes even if the sound speed 
i., vanishes. 
We define L(x, 5) by 
L(x, <) = E(x) “2 L,(C) E(x) “2. (1.4) 
Since rank 15(x, <) does not depend on x, L(x, 0 has also d, eigenvalues of 
type (b). We denote by i*,(x, <), 1 6 .j zz d,,, these eigenvalues. 
ASSUMPTION (L). The eigenvalue 2,(x, 5) and the corresponding eigen- 
projection T,(x, 5) can be taken to satisfy the following conditions: 
(L.l) i5ES”~‘:3.,(x,r)=o}=~,. 
(L.2) In R:x G,, G, being as in (L,,), 2,(x, {) and f-,(x, 4) are C’- 
smooth, IV;i.,(x, 01 >c>O andfor 151 3 1, LEG,, 
l$qqx, 5)1, ~c,,~(~~Y(~)-‘B’, lal 3 1. 
Remark 1.1. Let r,,(r) be the eigenprojection on the null space of L,(t) 
(=eigenspace associated to the identically zero eigenvalue). It follows from 
(L,) that f,(t) is P-smooth in R;\(O). Similarly, (L) implies the 
smoothness in (x, 5) of the eigenprojection TO(x, 5) on the null space of 
ax, 0. 
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We work in the weighted Sobolev space 
H m.a = (f R’: -+ Cd: ( Dy>“‘(.~)2,f’~ X,,; 
with the norm 
where ( , ) denotes the scalar product in X, ( = H,,.,,) defined by (1.3) 
THEOREM 1. Assume (E), (L,), and (L). Then: 
(i) Nonzero eigenvalues of L, are oj‘,ffnite multiplicit), and discrete 
with possible accumulations 0 and + 3~. 
(ii) Let R(z; L,)= (L, -I) ‘, Im z # 0. [f‘ i., j, # 0, is not an eigen- 
value of L,, then there exists u constant C,; independent of x, 0 < K < I, such 
that for any r > 5 
(iii) Under the assumption in (ii), R(i k ix; L, ),f converges strongly in 
Hz,Px as K + 0; 
R(i. + i0; L,)f= s-F; R(i + ix; L,),f: 
(iv) If L ranges over a compact intervul not containing the origin and 
eigenvalues of L, , then C,; in (ii) can be taken uniformly in 1. and also the 
convergence in (iii) is uniform. 
Assumption (L) is used only for the case of long-range perturbations 
(6 < 1) and we have only to assume (L) for I.Y/ > K, K 9 1. If E(s) satisfies 
(E) with 8 > 1 (short-range perturbation), then Theorem 1 does not require 
CL). 
THEOREM 2. Assume (L,) and (E) with 8 > 1. Then the statements 
(i)-(iv) of Theorem 1 hold true. 
In [ 181, Wilcox first formulated the spectral and scattering problems for 
uniformly propagative systems ( = systems of constant multiplicity). Since 
then, many works have been done for systems of constant deficit. See 
[9, 14, 173 for comprehensive references. On the other hand, there are only 
a few works dealing with systems of nonconstant deficit. In [l] and [9], 
the existence of wave operators has been proved in the case of short-range 
perturbations without any assumptions on eigenvalues of the unperturbed 
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matrix L,(t). The completeness has been left open. In [ 1 I], Ralston con- 
sidered a symmetric system of the following form: 
.4(x, D,) = A,(.~, D,) + B(x) = c A,(x) D, + B(s) 
,‘I 
under the assumptions: (i) A,(x) are smooth functions with values in sym- 
metric matrices and take constant values for 1x1 > K$ 1, while B(s) is also 
smooth and vanishes in 1x1 > K; (ii) the kernel of A,(x, <) is at most one 
dimensional space for < # 0; (iii) the null bicharacteristic curves are non- 
trapping. Under these assumptions, the spectral properties as in Theorem 1 
have been proved for the self-ajoint realization A of A(.u, D,) and, as an 
application, the decay of local energy and completeness of wave operators 
have been obtained for the nonstationary problem associated to the 
operator A. He also gave an example in which the nontrapping condition is 
necessary for the decay of local energy. Similar systems with zero speeds 
have been studied also by Rauch [ 131. In general, operators of the above 
form are more difficult to deal with than those we consider in the present 
work, because rank A,,(.Y, 5) varies with s as well as with 5. If rank A,(x, <) 
does not depend on x, then the nontrapping condition above will be 
implied by assumptions (L,) or (L). 
We conclude this section by stating examples. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Iinearized equation of M.H.D.). The present work is 
motivated by the following example: 
p(, f?h/St + v x (B” x 0) = 0, 
p(x) &I/& + vp + B,, x (V x h) = 0, (1.5) 
c(x) 2p(x- ~iQ!@r+V~~=0, 
where h = ‘(h,, h,, h3), c = ‘(t’, , L’?, v3) and p denote the magnetic vector 
field, velocity vector and pressure, respectively, while p,, > 0 (scalar) and 
B,, # 0 denote the given constant magnetic permeability and magnetic vec- 
tor, respectively, and P(X) and C(X) are given positive functions. Physically, 
p(x) is the equilibrium density varying with the position .Y and c(x) is the 
local speed of sound. Equation (1.5) is derived from the nonlinear system 
of magnetohydrodynamics [3, p. 6131 by linearization. The linearization 
method is the same as the acoustic equation in an inhomogeneous medium 
is derived from the nonlinear system of hydrodynamics [4, pp. 3343. We 
now define E(x) by 
i 
/*Of3 0 
E(x) = 0(-y) 13 
0 c(x)- z p(x) ’ 
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where I, is the 3 x 3 identity matrix. We assume that there exists a constant 
positive definite matrix E, for which E(x) satisfies (E). Set u = ‘(h, u, p). 
Then (1.5) can be put into a symmetric hyperbolic system of the form 
i l%4/dt = E(x) ’ A,)( D,)u. (1.6) 
The 7 x 7 matrix E(x) I” /i,,(t) E(x) ‘,* has 4 eigenvalues of type (b) 
which all vanish for 5 orthogonal to B,. The eigenvectors associated to 
these eigenvalues can be explicitly calculated [S, 121 and also it can be 
easily seen that assumptions (L,) and (L) are really satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 2. The second example is artificial. Assume E(x), XE R2,, to 
satisfy (E) with E, = I,, I, being the 2 x 2 identity matrix, and take L,(<), 
PER;, to be of the form 
Then (L,) and (L) can be easily seen to be satisfied. If E(x) satisfies (E) 
with 0> 1, then L, =E(x)-’ L,(D,) has no eigenvalues. This is proved as 
follows. Introduce the coordinates J= (x, x,)ER:,. Take &(y) to satisfy 
(E) with 8> 1 and to be equal to E(.u) in /xj( ,( 1. We consider L, = 
E,(y))’ L,(D.,) as an operator acting on ,?I@ L,(R)), 2 summands. Sup- 
pose that L, has a nonzero eigenvalue i. Then I. becomes an eigenvalue of 
L, with infinite multiplicities. By Theorem 2, this is absurd and also it is 
trivial that L, does not has the zero eigenvalue. The same arguments as 
above apply to a certain class of systems, although we have to make very 
restrictive assumptions on eigenvalues of the unperturbed matrix L,,(t). 
2. COMMUTATOR METHOD 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the commutator method due to 
Mourre and the localization analysis in the < space. In [S], Mourre has 
developed a remarkable method to prove the principle of limiting 
absorption. Let H, and H= H, + V be self-adjoint operators in the Hilbert 
space X and let f~Cg(Rl), O<f< 1, be supported in a small 
neighborhood of a fixed spectral parameter 2. The starting point of the 
Mourre method is to prove that: there exists a self-adjoint operator A in X 
such that 
if(WCff> Al f(W 2 Cf(W2 + f(W Kf(W, c > 0, (2.1) 
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for a compact operator K, where [ , ] denotes the commutator notation. 
Set M = if(H)[H, A] f(H). Then (2.1) together with several technical 
assumptions, enables us to prove that the “two parameter resolvent” 
F(&,K)=(Ik + I)- '(H-&iK-i&&f) '(1z‘ij-t 1) ' 
is bounded uniformly in K > 0 and C, 0 < E < 1. In most of applications, A is 
taken to be the generator of the dilation unitary group; 
A=2-’ i .xjD,+D,x,. (2.2) 
,=I 
If the perturbation V is not relatively compact to H,, then it is difficult to 
verify (2.1). Such a difficulty occurs in the case of many-body Schrodinger 
operators and it has been overcome by [8] in the 3-body case and by [lo] 
in the N-body case. In [17], Weder has applied the Mourre method to the 
case in which the system ,5,(.x, D,) is of constant deficit. He has proved the 
existence of limits R(A f i0; L,) in the uniform operator topology and also 
the local Holder continuity in A of R(E+ f. i0; L,). These results are much 
stronger than our main theorems for systems of non-constant deficit. In the 
case of constant deficit, (2.1) follows from the coerciveness estimate. 
However, it seems to be difficult to prove (2.1) in the case of nonconstant 
deficit because of the lack of local compactness. Thus, in the present work 
we do not take the attitude of proving the key estimate (2.1) itself. We 
decompose the perturbation E(X)- Id as in (2.3); E(x)- Id = 
VO(x) + V(X), where V(X) has compact support as a matrix-valued function 
and 1 V,(x)l z is sufficiently small. We use the commutator method for only 
the tail part V, to get the weighted L’ estimate (Theorem 3.1) for the 
solution u = R(A & in; L,)f; K # 0, to equation L, u - (1 f ik.)u = f. One of 
advantages of the commutator method is that such an estimate can be 
quickly obtained without any information on the geometrical structure of 
slowness surfaces even in the case of long-range perturbations. 
We begin by fixing the notations. Let X, be the Hilbert space defined 
by 
and denote by X_ the space defined via the L’ duality; X, c X,, c A’- We 
fix two compact intervals I,,= [a, b] and f, = [n/2, 2h J, 0 <a< b < IX, 
arbitrarily, and always assume that the spectral parameter i. ranges over I,,. 
By assumption (E), we can decompose E(x) as follows 
E(x) = Id + VO(x) + I’(x) = E,(x) + I’(X), (2.3’) 
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where V(x) has compact support as a function with values in symmetric 
matrices and 
We define L(i), AEZ,,, by L(I) = L,-iv,. Then the following three lem- 
mas can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A he defined by (2.2) und let K(i,) = i[L(/I.), A]. Then 
and K(A): X, + X,, , X,, + X is hounded. 
LEMMA 2.2. [K(i), A]: X, -+X0, X0+X is hounded. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let ,fo E C; (R’ ), 0 < f;, < 1, he II ,finction such that 
supp f. c I, and,f,, = 1 on I,. Then 
MA) = .fJL(i)) K(~-).hdUj.)) 3 (a/4).fb(L(~))2. 
With Lemmas 2.1-2.3, we have finished checking the assumptions of 
Mourre’s theorem [S]. 
Remark. If 1. ranges over [ -h, -u], then we have to take -A in place 
of A in order that Lemma 2.3 holds. 
For later use, we state 
LEMMA 2.4. [M(j,), A]: X, -+ X,, is hounded. 
This lemma follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, and the proof is done in 
exactly the same way as in the proof of Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 in [lo]. 
We now write L(L) ~ i. - ifcE, ~ i&f(i) as 
E;!*(E, “‘L,E, 1;2 - (I. + iti) - i.zE, ’ ‘M(A) E, ‘j2) El ‘. 
By Lemma 2.3, E, ’ ‘M(j.) E, ’ z is nonnegative definite and hence there 
exists an inverse G(e, K; i): X, --) X, 
G(E, ~;j.)=(L(j”)-hitif?, -i&f(i)) ’ 
for K > 0 and c 3 0. Let A, = [O, E,,] x [0, l]\~(O, 0) for E() > 0 small enough. 
By Lemmas 2.1-2.4, the following three propositions can be proved in 
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exactly the same way as in the proof of Lemmas 7.3, 7.6, and 7.7 and 
Theorem 7.8 in [lo]. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Denote by 11 // the operator norm when considered a.s 
an operator from X,, into itself: Jf c0 is taken small enough, then: 
(i) G(E, K; I): X, + X, is hounded,for (E, K) E A,,; 
(ii) liG(~, K; A)/1 = O(K ‘) uniformly in E, 0 d c 6 c,; 
(iii) IIG(E, K; A)11 = O(F ‘) unijormfy ir7 ti, 0 d K d 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let D=(IAl+l) I and define F(E, K; ;)= 
DG(E, ~;A)D,for (c, ti)~d~. Then 
(i) IIDG(c, ti; i)l/ = O(C’ ‘) and llG(c, ti; i)DI/ = O(t: ’ ‘) untformly 
in K, O<ti,<I; 
(ii) ljF(&, K; i)ll = O(1); 
(iii) II(d/dc) F(E, K; l)ll = O(E ‘,2) un~formfy in ti, 0 < ti < 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For cc> 4, 
II(I.4 + 1)-“G(E, ti;I.)(lAl + 1).-“II =0(l). 
We investigate the continuity of F(E, K; i) in 6, K, and 3.. 
LEMMA 2.8. I~M(3.)-M(~‘)Il=0(l/1-ifl), jL,R’eI, 
Proc$ As is easily seen 
I/exp( -itL(i.)) - exp( - itL(l.‘))Il = O( (f) I/. - ,.‘I) 
and hence 
IIfb(~(~~))-.fb(L(j.‘))ll ==O(Ii-;.‘I), 
from which the lemma follows immediately. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.9. 
(i) lIF(q K; I.) - F(0, K; j.)II = O(e’ ‘). 
(ii) llF(~, 0; I.) - F(F’, 0; i,)ll = 0( It.- E’( I,‘). 
(iii) I~F(F, K; A)- F(E, ti'; i-')I1 = O(E '(Iti - ti'l + lil- 2'1)). 
(iv) /lF(O, ti; A) - F(0, K’; A’)11 = 0( 1~ - K’/ ‘13 + Ii. ~ n’/ “j), 
Proof: The proof is easy. (i) and (ii) follow from Proposition 2.6(iii), 
and (iii) follows from Proposition 2.6(i) and Lemma 2.8. (iv) follows from 
(i) and (iii) with E= /ti-~‘j~‘~+ j&,?‘/2”.1. 1 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. Both limits limKl,, F(0, K; I.) and lim, 10 F(.s, 0; jL) 
exist in the norm limit and are equal to each other. 
Proof: The existence of the limits follows from Proposition 2.9(ii) and 
(iv). We denote by F, the k--limit and by F, the s-limit. By Proposition 2.9 
again, we have 
llF(&, K;%)-FnII = O(K1'3)+ o(&"2), 
IIF(E, K; %) - F, 11 = O(E 'K) + O(C2). 
Take E = K~'~. Then, IIF,, - F, I/ = O(K’.‘~). This proves the proposition. 1 
The proposition above is simple but important. One of main tricks in the 
proof of Theorem 1 is to replace the K-limit by the s-limit. Since (Al: 
H,., + Ho.,, Ho.0 + H ,, , is bounded, we can define G(j. + i0): 
HI,, + H-l.-, by 
G(3. + i0) = lim G(0, K; 3.) = lim G(F, 0; A) (2.4) 
h.10 / 10 
in the norm limit when considered as an operator from H,,, to H ,, , 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Assume that f~ H,, and Im(j, G(j” + iO)j’) = 0. 
Then G(i + iO)fE H- (), mii for any 6 >O. 
This proposition plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 1 and 
is proved by a series of lemmas. For brevity, we write G(E) for G(E, 0; I.). 
The next lemma is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let .fo he us in Lemmu 2.3 und .set go = 1 - ,fo. Then 
lL,go(L(~))G(~)f‘lo.o+ I~o(L(i))Gf1:)~10.0=0(1 1; 
similarly for G(E)*,f. 
LEMMA 2.13. Assume that .f E H,,, Then 
I(crld&Kf> G(&)f)/ G C,(lG(~).fIo.o+ lG(~)*f’lo,o+ 1) 
for C, dependent on f 
Proof: The argument is similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 7.7 
in [lo]. We have (d/d&) G(E) = iG(r) M(A) G(E). We decompose M(A) as 
M(i) = P, + Q2 + Qx, (2.5) 
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where 
Q, =i[L.(A)-n-i&lw(i), A] -&[M(i), A], 
Q2 = -soW4 W) aM4)3 
Q3 = -f~tUE.)l MA) gdUj.)) - gdUJ)J K(ju),/d4J.)). 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.12, we see that each term (.f; G(e) Q,G(a)S) obeys 
the estimate as in the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.14. Assume the satne assumptions as in Proposition 2.11. Then 
IG(E)~~,,~ = O(E “) for any 6 > 0 .small enough; similarly ,for G(E)*,~. 
Proof By assumption, it follows that 
Im(f, G(1. + iO)*f) = 0. (2.6) 
Note the relation 
(M(2) G(c)f, G(c)f) = --E-’ Im(f, G(c)f). (2.7) 
By Proposition 2.6(i), ]G(E)~]~,~~ = O(e-I”) and IG(E)*JI~.~= O(c ‘,2). 
Since 
lim Im(f, G(s).f) = Im(,f, GO. + iO).f) =0 
2: 1 0 
by definition (2.4), we have Im(f; G(.s)f) =O(E”*) by Lemma 2.13. 
Hence, by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.12, it follows from (2.7) that IG(e)fl,,, = 
O(E- li4). On the other hand, by (2.6), we have a similar bound for G(c)*f; 
using the same arguments as above. We use Lemma 2.13 again to obtain 
Im(f, G(c)f) = O(E~‘~) and hence lG(~)fl~.~= O(E ’ “); similarly for 
G(E)*$ Thus a repeated use of the arguments above proves the lemma. 1 
Proof of Proposition 2.11. Fix 6, 0 < 6 < 1, arbitrarily and take p to be 
26cpGl. Set 
D,(&)=(IAl + 1) “(6 IAl + 1)” ‘. 
We assert that I D,,(E) G(E)~\~,~ = 0( 1 ), which, together with definition 
(2.4), proves the proposition, since IA\“: H,,o 4 H ,~, ,’ is bounded. To 
prove the assertion, it suffices to show that 
I C(W&) D,A&) G(~1lfI0.o = WE “I 
for some v < 1. By Lemma 2.14, 
I C(d/dc) D,(E)1 G(E)flO.O = WE” n ‘1. 
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To estimate D,(s)[(d/d.s) G(s)]j; we recall the decomposition (2.5). By 
interpolation, it follows from Propositions 2.5(iii) and 2.6(i) that 
IID, G(s)]] = O(E”; ‘). Hence, by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.14, 
ID,(E) G(E) Q1 G(~).flo.o= O(E” A ‘1 
The other terms involving Qz and Q3 can be estimated similarly. Thus the 
proof is complete. 1 
3. WEIGHTED A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
We consider the equation 
L,,u-(r.+iti)Eu=,f; O<ti<I, (3.1 ) 
forfe Ho.,, c( > $. If we recall the decomposition (2.3) then the solution u 
to (3.1) is represented as 
u = G(0, K; A)[.f’+ (i + iK) VU] 
Since IA]“: H,, -+ H,,,, H,,, -+ H 1, 1 is bounded, it follows from 
Proposition 2.7 that 
for any N% 1. The next theorem also follows from Proposition 2.7. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume the ussumption (E) only und tuke a to be in 
(i, o/2), a being as in (E.3). Let u E Ho,,, he a solution to (3.1) lzith 
f  c HFtw, .I’ 2 0. Then u E H,, + 1,1 and there exists C,, independent of K such 
that 
14, 2: ~~C,Y,(l.fI.$+..,+ Id! +a. ,i) 
for /I = 0 - a > 2. 
The proof of Theorem 1 requires a priori estimate on the regularity 
properties of solutions to (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume the assumptions (E), (L,,), and (L), and take a as 
in Theorem 3.1. Let u E H,,, be a solution to (3.1) with , f  E H,,,. Then there 
exists C, independent of K such that 
l40, z d C,(lJ‘I,,+ Il(l I. .I. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Assume the same assumptions as in Theorem 3.2. [f’ 
f E H,, 9 ~30, then 
l4,,.-.6C,,(If‘I,.,+ /u/, 1, .I. 
Theorem 3.3 is obtained as an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
We will prove Theorem 3.2 in Sections 5 and 6. 
Remark 3.4. (i) If E(x) satisfies (E) with 0 > 1 (short-range pertur- 
bation), then Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 hold true without assumption (L). 
(ii) Theorems 3.1.-3.3 hold true for solutions to (3.1) with K, - 16 K<O. 
(iii) Theorem 3.2 is still valid for a solution u to (3.1) with K = 0, if u E H,,,,. 
This gives an a priori estimate for eigenfunctions of L, 
4. FIRST ORDER PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
4.1. Algebra of Pseudod$j”erential Operators 
A basic tool we use for the proof of Theorem 3.2 is the theory of 
pseudodifferential operators. 
DEFINITION 4.1. We denote by At:{‘, p 3 v 30, the set of all symbols 
4x, 0 = {Q,&, 0 1 I G ,.k Gd such that 
Jqa&, [)I <c,(x)~-y~)“‘-‘“‘, 
Id”,irg$k(x, c;‘)l d C,,(x) /‘(<)“’ ‘lJ’, lcxl 2 1 
For a scalar symbol 4(x, 0, we use the notation 4 E AI,‘“,) in the sense 
that 4)(x, 0 Id E A!,;). The pseudodifferential operator a(x, D,) with symbol 
a(.~, ;‘) E A!,:,’ is dehned as usual. We denote by OPA!,;’ the class of such 
operators. ‘A symbol calculus for the composition and adjunction of 
pseudodifferential operators of class OPA,.,, cm’ is standard, so we use such a 
calculus without further references. For details, see, for example, [2, 7, 161. 
The next lemma is also standard and is used at many stages in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 without references, 
LEMMA 4.2. Let a(.~, D.,) E OPA!.;‘. Then a(x, D,): H,., + H, ,n.l+ ,, is 
bounded. 
4.2. First Order Pseudodllferential Equations 
First, we fix the notations. We write x = (t, v), TV R’, YE R+ ‘, and 
denote by 5 = (T, n) the coordinates dual to .Y = (t, J). Let Z = 
C@ L,(RF - I), d summands. We denote by ( , ) and jl /I0 the scalar product 
and norm in Z, respectively. In this section we work in L,(Rj; 2) (=space 
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of L, functions with values in 2). The proof of Theorem 3.2 is reduced to 
estimating solutions to first order pseudodifferential equations of the form 
a,u + ia(x, D,)u + KC(X, D,)Z u = g, o<K<l. (4.1) 
Here the following assumptions are imposed on the real symbols a(.~, q) 
and c(x, 0: 
W.1) Id+4x, vt)l < C,(q > ’ “J’, (i?@iY ( q)l 6 C,,(x)--“(q) “I’, x ,ax, 
lcll b 1; 
(H.2) c(x, 5) 3 0 and is of class A$‘:. 
We define h,(t; a), M$ I, by 
, 
,, (s)-.2zds 
1 
) CY>--. 
2 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Take 2 to he in (i, rr/2). Let u(t) = u(t, y) be n solution 
to (4.1) with g E H,,,. Assume that v E H,,o. Then there exists C independent 
of A4$ 1 such that 
Mm 
c (t) la Ilh&t)ll; dt < C K IuI ( ;.o+s7'7 I(h, g> h,c)l dt ) ~- x 
Proof Let ~,(q)=(l sp 1~1~)~ ‘:‘l, O<p< 1, and set t~,,=cr),,(D,)a. 
Then u, satisfies 
a,~,, + ia(x, 0,) up + KW,,(D,.) c(x, D,)’ u = .f;, + g,,, (4.2) 
where g,, = wP(D,) g and J(,, = i[a(x, D,,), o,,(D,)]v. We take the scalar 
product in Z of h2,u,> with (4.2) and further integrate the resulting relation 
over (-cc, cc) with respect to t. First we note that 
Re(3,u,,, l&u,,) = 2 ‘2,(u,,, h2,u,)) + M(r) *’ lIhMv,,(t)lli. 
By assumption (H. 1 ), 
l(h,wfi>> h,tlup)I G C(t). 22 llhwq,(t)ll& 
IIm(h,dx, Dy) up, hMu,Jl d C(t) ‘a llhM~,,(~)lli 
for C independent of A4 and p, and by assumption (H.2) C(X, D,): 
H OO-+HOCl . is bounded. Thus, if we take M large enough, then the desired 
estimate is obtained by taking the limit p -+ 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Take a as in Proposition 4.3 and p to be in (0, 2c( - 1). 
Let u be a solution to (4.1) with K > 0 and go H,,,. Assume that UE Ho,,,. 
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Then 
Proof. Let u, be as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Take 4(t) with the 
following properties: (a) 4 2 0; jb) 4’ < 0; (c) 4 = 0, t > 1; (d) 4 = ( t)‘1’2, 
t ~0. Set rC/(t) = d(t)2 and take the scalar product in Z of $u,, with (4.2). 
Since 0 <p < 2a - 1 by assumption, we obtain by the Schwarz inequality 
that 
I T ‘b(t) Its p, up)1 dt de J’ -’ Cl>” ’ II~~,,(‘W~ -cc -x 
+ c,. I gl&+ c j:’ Its,, VJI d T 
for any E > 0 small enough. By assumption (H. I ) and by Proposition 4.3 
with a = (a - ~)/2, 
and by assumption (H.2) 
Re(w,(D,.) ctx, D,l2 u,, $0,) 3 -C l~,Ji.~~- 
Thus, if we observe that 
Re(d,up, $(t) upI = 2 ‘dd~~, $(f) ~,i)-44t) 4’(f) Ib,,tt)lli, 
the proposition is proved by taking the limit p -+ 0 again. l 
Remark 4.5. If we consider (4.1) with K < 0 under the same 
assumptions as in Proposition 4.4, then the integral I;- (2)” ’ l~v(t)~~~ dt is 
majorized by the same bound as above. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let v he a solution to (4.1) with ti = 0 and g E Ho,,, 
r > 4. Assume that /I tl(t)llo 2 is locally integrable in t und thut 
lim inf Ilv(t)lli = 0 
I--r +7 
Then, for any fi, 0 d j3 < 2 - I, there exists T = T(b) such that 
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Proof We fix E > 0 arbitrarily but small enough; 0 < E < min(8 - 1, 
2c(-2). Let #(t)=(t) ‘.- 1, t3 1, so that 4~0 and 
-&(r)>,C,;(t) (‘+!I. (4.3) 
We again take the scalar product in 2 of #c~, with (4.2) with K= 0 and 
integrate the resulting relation with respect to f over (s, cc), s + 1, taking 
account of the assumption 
liminf \lu,,(t)l\;‘,=O 
i-1 
Since lls,(~)llo d lIg(t)llo and 
IV,,, @,,)I f C(r) (i lI~,ANi> 
we have 
dC i ’ ((1) m IlQll;+ lIdt)ll, lI~p(t)llo) df. \ 
Hence, by (4.3), we can take s(, = so(&) so large that 
i 
%‘ 
ll~,(.~,ll~ d c, <r>‘+l‘ llg(W,d~ (4.4) 
.> 
for s >s,. We multiply both sides of (4.4) by ,rzb, fi = c( - 1 -c/2 > 0, and 
integrate with respect to s over (T, S), S > T> sO, to obtain that 
i‘ 
s 
s 
T 
2” I~u~,(.s~~~;ds<(.,,~~ (r)2x jlg(t)lI;dt. 
Letting p + 0 and S + r; proves the proposition. 1 
5. REDUCTION 
In the present section we reduce (3.1) to an equation of the form (4. I ). 
First, we recall the notations Zi, 2.,(x, 0, and T,(x, <), 1 <j<d,, in 
assumption (L). We write C(J) = 0, t J Zi for a subset J of f l,..., d,}. Fix 
i”oEL= UI<,Cd” 2, and assume that to E C(J) for some J. By assumption 
(L), there exists a direction z such that (J/C%) A, # 0 at to for ~EJ. Thus we 
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can write J as J= J, uJ. , J, nJ- = /zr, so that (a/&) 1,, > 0 at 5,) for 
jgJ+ and (J/&)A,<O at &, f0rjg.I 
We consider only the most simple case in which to ~2, only and 
(a/&) I, > 0 at to. The general case can be dealt with similarly. For 
notational brevity, we further assume that we can take the (,-direction as 
such an r. In the discussion below, it is convenient to separate the x, coor- 
dinate from the other coordinates, so we write x = (t, y), where t = X, and 
J = (y, ,..., <vnP ,) = (x2 ,..., x,), and denote by 4 = (r, yl) the coordinates dual 
to x = (t, y). In the (r, q)-coordinate system, to is represented as to = 
(To, vo), vo = (7101 3...9 qonP ,), with Iv01 # 0, because the r-direction must 
intersect with the set {<: i/l{/ ~2~) at to transversely. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that qo, ~0, and rewrite to as to zz 
hoI I (wo, ~o,/lvoI I, ioL where o. = ~,d~oIl and i. = lvo,l ’ x (q,,,,..., ‘loll ~, 1. 
For N&l and 6, 0 < 6 < 1, we take a conic neighborhood of to as follows: 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists h(x, q; ,I) smooth in R; x I7, such that 
i.,(x, b(x, 4; i.), q) = 2 for i E I,, = [a, b]. Furthermore, h(x, 7; 3.) satisfies the 
foilowing estimates uniformly in R, 
(5.1) 
Proof The lemma follows from the implicit function theorem and the 
homogeneity in r of 2,(-y, i;). For brevity, we assume that qo, >O (and 
hence qoJJylo,( = 1). By assumption, (a/&) i.,(u, z, 1, [) > 0 if IT - 0~1 < 6’ ’ 
and I[ - co1 < 6 for 6 > 0 small enough. Hence, by the implicit function 
theorem, there exists h,(x, i; E), I&J < 6*, with the following properties: (a) 
b,(% co; 0) = 0,; (b) jVl(,qhl, l,[)=i: and ih,-o,,l <C6<6”2 when 
l[-<ol ~6. We define h(x,q;A) by h=q,h,(x, [/v,;2/q1) for q, >N>> 1. 
Then, by homogeneity, it follows that Rl(x, b, q) = 2 and also it is not hard 
to see that h satisfies (5.1). Thus the proof is complete. 1 
By Lemma 5.1, there exists k(x, r; A) > 0 smooth in R:. x Sz,, such that 
il(X, t)-i=k(x, (;A)(T-h(x, q;j.)) (5.2) 
for 1 E I,,. Similarly, by assumption (Lo), we have 
~I(~)-/z=k,,(~;~)(T-ho(‘l;d)) 
for the eigenvalue A,([) of L,(r). 
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We now introduce three nonnegative symbols do(t), x0(<) and wO(q) 
with the following properties: (a) & and x0 belong to A&yJ; (b) d,, and x0 
have support in R, and x0& = #,,; (c) o0 has support in II,, oOxO = x0 and 
la{ool 6 C,(V)-‘~‘. We define a(x, q; jU) = oO(q) h(x, q; I.). By Lemma 5.1, 
a(x, q; 3.) satisfies (H.1) in Section 4 uniformly in 2 E I,. We further define 
c+ (x, 5; A) = x,,(t) k(x, 5; L) +“‘. It follows from Assumption (L) that 
c+(x, 5; A) E AfJ. 
Now, consider the Eq. (3.1). Let r*(.x, <) be the eigenprojection 
associated to /I,(x, [). We set P,(x, <)=x0(<) f,(x, [)EA~)J and define z:, 
by 
Ii1 =~o(Dr)c+(x, D.,,i) P,(x, D,)E’;2(&)(D,)u 
for the solution u to (3.1). By a simple symbol calculus, we see that L’, 
satisfies an equation of the form 
~,u,-ia(x,D,.;/2)u,+tic (x,D,;i)‘u,=f’,+g,, (5.3) 
where 
fl = ic (x, D,; L) P,(x, D,) E ‘~*&,(D,),f 
and g, takes the form 
go= T,(i, ti) &(D,)u + T ,(A, K)U (5.4) 
with T,E OPA$ and T- , E OPA,,, . ( ‘1 Thus we can obtain an equation of 
the form (4.1). 
Remark 5.2. If a transversal direction z is chosen so that (c?/&) i;, < 0 
at to, then k(x, t; i) < 0. In this case, we define c+(x, 5; jV) by c, = 
x,,(<)( -k(x, 5; ,I))“‘* and obtain an equation of the form (5.3) with 
KC-(X, D,; 2)’ replaced by -KICL’ (x, D,; 2)‘. 
We apply the results obtained in Section 4 to the equation above. We 
consider the general case in which &, E C(J), J = J, u J , and (Z/a?) 1, > 0 
at to, ~EJ+, and (a/&) I-, < 0 at to, Jo J-, for some direction T. We 
denote by t the coordinate dual to t and by y = (v, ,..., J‘~-- ,) the coor- 
dinates orthogonal to t. We use the notations Z, (/ /I0 and h,(t; U) with the 
meanings ascribed in Section 4. 
For the eigenprojection T,(x, [), je J, associated to A,i(x, l), we define 
Pj(x, f) in the same way as P,(x, 5). We also define kjx, 5; j*) and 
c+,(x, 5; I.) in the same way as k(x, r; ,I) and c, (x, 5; A), respectively. (See 
Remark 5.2 for Jo J- .) We further define )t’, by M’, = P,(x, D,) E”‘q&(D,)u 
and uj by uj=xo(DX) c’+,(x, D,; 2) w’~. Then 
w,=c~,(x,D,;~~)u,+T ,u (5.5) 
with TV I EOPA( I). 6.6 
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First, we apply Proposition 4.3. By (5.5), we have 
M Ikw~,lL G wcdMDv)fl~,, + hfdo(&M;, 1+ K M&J 
+ CA4(lfl2 I, %f MZ ,.-2) (5.6) 
for ~1, i < a < a/2. Next, we take p as in Proposition 4.4. Since Iu,/~,~ < 
c l~lo.0 and since 
K(J% u> = -ImU; u> < ISlo,a 140.- z 
we have by Proposition 4.4 and by Remarks 4.5 and 5.2 that 
s 1 (t>“-’ IIVj(t)ll~dtdC(Ifl~.Z+ lG,--Z)r jEJ+, - % 
(5.7) 
I 
a’ (r>tf-’ Ilt’,(t)ll~dt~C(Ifl~,,+ M,-J jEJ 
I 
Let u E H,,0 be an eigenfunction of L, associated to an eigenvalue J. E I,. 
We derive an estimate for the eigenfunction u by applying Propositions 4.3 
and 4.6 to (5.3) with K =0 and f, = 0. Recall the form (5.4) of g,. By 
Proposition 4.3 and (5.5), we have 
(5.8) 
for ci, + < ci < o/2. Smce u E H,,,, g, E H,,, and 
s ,I, > 7 (t>2i’ Ilgo(t)ll; cif d CT2’7 O) I&, (5.9) 
for 11, 1 < y < g. Hence, Proposition 4.6, together with (5.8) and (5.9) 
shows that 
for any E > 0 small enough. The same estimate as above is valid for another 
transversal direction 5. Thus, if we choose three linearly independent direc- 
tions, then 
I~l,IO.y-, G& l40,0+ c, I40. -z (5.10) 
for y, 1 6 y < 0. Estimate (5.10) is used in proving the discreteness of non- 
zero eigenvalues of L, 
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6. REGULARITY ESTIMATES: PROOF OF THEOREM 3.2 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is rather long, so we divide it into several 
steps. 
6.1. LEMMA 6.1. Let ~S,(~)EA,~,~ (‘1 he supported in 141 < 2N ,jbr N large 
enough. Then 
M,(D,M 0. XdClUl I 1’ 
Proof. Straightforward. 
for 6 > 0 small enough. Take two symbols &(<) and x1(t) of class A{$ such 
that 4/* and x2 are supported in Qz and 4zxz = #?. Let I;,(<) be the eigen- 
projection on the null space of L,( j’). We set A,,(t) = x2( <) Z,( 5) and 
A(<) = XJ<)(Id - f,,(t)). By Remark 1.1, A,(~)E Ab:,j and hence so is A(t). 
For the solution u to (3.11, we define r. by u0 = A,( D .) &(D Y)u and r by 
t’= A(D,) h(D,)u. 
LEMMA 6.2. ldz(D.)uI,,, .G(‘(i.f’Io. .+ 1~1 I, .I. 
Proof It suffices to prove the estimate for L’ and cc,. r obeys the 
equation 
where 
go= (A + iti) A([&(D,v), Elu + (E(s) - Id) &(D.~)u). 
If N is taken large enough, then the support of x1 never intersect with the 
slowness surface 
S(1)= {[:det(LO(c)-i)=O} 
for 1. E I,. Hence 
R(ir;rc)=A(4)(L,(5)-(~+ik.)) ’ 
is well defined and belongs to Ah,,, ’ ’ uniformly in K. Thus the estimate for L: 
is obtained by letting R(D,; K) operate on the equation above. 
On the other hand, L’~ satisfies 
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Since E(x) is positive definite and [E, dz(D,X)] E OPAL.,“, the estimate for 
~1~ is obtained by taking the scalar product in H,,,,, of (x) ” r:O with the 
equation above. Thus the proof is complete. 1 
6.3. We restrict our consideration to a conic neighborhood of Z. Let 
f2,= (5: 151 > N, /</I(1 --WI ~26 for some WEC) 
for 6 > 0 small enough. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let q&(t) E A$‘,{ he supported in Q3. Thrn 
Id3vul;i,-.. d C(I.fli,,+ Id2 I. 1+ h’ bli.,, 
.for a, ; < x < a/2. 
Since K l~l& G C Iflo.l 140,. 23 Theorem 3.2 follows immediately from 
Lemmas 6.1-6.3. By a partition of unity, it suffices to prove Lemma 6.3 for 
a symbol with support in a small conic neighborhood of a fixed to E E. We 
deal with the case of long-range perturbations (Q 6 1) only and make a 
brief comment on modifications in the case of short-range perturbations 
(Q > 1) without assumption (L) at the end of this section. 
6.4. We consider only the most simple case in which ro~C, only and 
(o”/ag,) ;1, > 0 at to, and use the notations do, x0 and P,(.u, <), etc. with the 
meanings ascribed in Section 5. We further introduce the new notation 
N,C.L u) = I.fl0.Z + I4 I, I’ 
We shall prove Lemma 6.3 for &(D.)tr. Let r/j E C,“(R;), 06 tj 6 I, be 
such that $ = 1 on IX/ d 1 and $ = 0 on /xl 3 2. Set $,Jx) = $(.x/K) and 
iK(x)= 1 -$,J,Y) for K large enough. We further set u,,=$~u and 
uzK = iKu. Then u,~ and uzx obey the equations 
Lou,,- (i. + iti) Eu,,= IG/x,f+ ‘qlK, (6.1 
Lou*, - (% + iii) Eu,, = <J- g,,, (6.2 
where glK = [L,, tix-]u. We define 0,(x, ; 2) by h,v with A4 = K’“; 
@Ax, ; a) = exp - K4” 
c 1 
?’ (s) -2yd.s 
r 1 
LEMMA 6.4. 
I~,&(~,) g,do.2 d CK”” ’ l~dMD),Mo. 2 + c, IUI I, I 
,for C independent qf‘ K. 
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ProoJ Since [LO, $J: N,, I + H,,, is bounded with bound O(K’” ‘), 
the lemma follows at once. 1 
We now apply the same reasoning as in Section 5 to Eq. (6.2). We 
define ~$2 by 
w$‘, = P,(x, D,) E’~‘2(h,,(D,) U>K. 
Then, by (5.6) with M = K3” and by Lemma 6.4, 
IO ,+$I;. z 6 CK- 2Mk4,(W4t, 2 + li b&J + C,N,(,f> ~1~. (6.3) 
Let fO(x, <) be the eigenprojection on the null space of L(x, <). We set 
P&, 0 =x0(0 fob, 4) and 
P(x, i;) = Qi;) (Id - fo(-u, 4) - I-,(x, 0). 
By Remark 1.1, both P,(x, 5) and P(.q <) belong to A/,“:. We define ~$2 by 
w:yj = P,(x, D,) E’i2(b,,(D,) U?K 
and wZK by 
1~~~ = P(x, D,) E”‘t$,(D,) uzK 
We have 
1~~ KU.ZKI”. .~C.(l.f‘I I. z+ I4 I. 1) 
by an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
(6.4) 
LEMMA 6.5. 
I~h-~2.:~lo.-~ < CK- ’ l’J,d,(D,)4,. 1 + C’,N,(.f, ~1. (6.5) 
ProoJ: By a simple computation, we see that \v$? satisfies the relation 
-(iu + in) iv:“,‘= P,,E “‘&(D,) iK,f’+ g,,+ glK + g4K, 
where 
g2,= -POE ~“%(D,)K,K= -POE ’ 240(Dr)Ch~> $,clw 
g,, = (A. + iti) P,,E-. “[q5,(D,), E] ikzr, 
g 4K= SouZK= -P,,E “‘LJD,) &(D,.) iKu. 
The lemma is obtained by taking the scalar product in H,,, of 
e:(x) 2z wg with the relation above. We have only to estimate the norm 
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in H,,+ of each 8, gJK, 2 d i < 4. Since S, E OPAJ$ and since iK is suppor- 
ted in 1x1 > K, we have 
lQ,vg4Klo-xG CK-” I~.&(~.Mo, .+ C, Iul 1. 2. (6.6) 
Since [&(D,), E] E OPA&‘), it follows that 
l~KR3Kl0,--x G c/i /uI I, 3( (6.7) 
and since CL,,, $K]: H, --I + H,,- 2 is bounded with bound O(K. ’ ), we 
have 
Thus, (6.6)-(6.8) complete the proof. i 
6.5. We evaluate the norm in H,,-. of f3,&,(D,) u,~. To do this, we 
rewrite (6.1) as 
Lou,,-(~+iK)U,,=tfi.f+g,,+ g,,> 
where g,, = (3. + ilc)(E- Id) $K~, and we apply the reasoning as in Sec- 
tion 5 to the equation above. 
LEMMA 6.6, 
l~d,(~,)g,,lo,,~ CKZa-’ l~K~O(~,MO, 1+ c/c IUI I. -?’ 
Proof Since (E - Id) tiK: H, _ 3 + H,,,, is bounded with bound 
O(K’“-’ ), the lemma follows at once. 1 
We set Q,(t) = x0(<) r,(r) for the eigenprojection r,(t) associated to 
the eigenvalue A,(<) of L,(r), and define wi’,’ by )v!; = Q,(D,) &,(D,) ulh.. 
Then, by (5.6) with M = K4a and by Lemmas 6.4 and 6.6, we have 
IHKd” * lKI,,yx d CK- ‘“(l&h#‘,bl;.~, + K I&,, + C,N,(.f; u)“. (6.9) 
Let r,(t) be the eigenprojection on the null space of L,(t). Set Qo(l) = 
x0(5) r,,(g) and Q(5) = Xo(t)(Id - r,(t) - r,(t)). Furthermore, we define 
~(12= Q,(D,) &,(D,) ulK and ~t’,~= Q(D,) &(D,.) ujs. By the same 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.2, we have 
/~.~,Klo.-.~c,(l1’/- I.--%+ I4 -I.-n). (6.10) 
LEMMA 6.7. 
Ic),W %I:,,-, d CK 2”(lW,(W4:,~, + ti lul;.,,) + C,N,(.f; u)‘. (6.11) 
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Proof: Since &(D,) ulf( = w\“,! + IV\:: + bclK, we see that ~v’,“J satisfies the 
relation 
As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, we take the scalar product in /I,).,, of 
fl;.(.Y) 7z w;“,’ with the relation above. First, by the positive definiteness 
of E. 
The norm in H,, I of fl,gbl( and 8,g,, is estimated as in (6.8) and (6.7). 
respectively. By (6.9) and (6. IO), 
ld,g,,l;. 7 G CK~~‘“(lH.~,,(D,)ul: 1+ K lul;.,,) + C,N,(,f; u)‘. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 1 
Since &( D ,) 21~~ is represented as 
&(D,)uZK=E ‘*(1-1’:OK)+)l.i~~+~.~*)+T ,u (6.12) 
with T , E OPA’ I) ~T.(r , (6.3)-(6.5) and (6.9) 46.1 I ) give the desired estimate 
for MD, b. 
6.6. We consider the case of short-range perturbations under 
assumptions (L,) and (E) with 0 > 1. If we rewrite (3.1) as 
and if we apply the same arguments as in 6.5 to this equation, we can 
prove Lemma 6.3 and hence Theorem 3.2 without using Assumption (L). 
7. DISCRETENESS OF EIGENVALUES 
In this and the next sections, we prove the main theorems stated in Sec- 
tion 1. We consider only the case of long-range perturbations (0 < 1) under 
Assumptions (E), (L,,), and (L). The case of short-range perturbations 
without Assumption (L) can be treated with a slight modification such as 
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that in 6.6 of Section 6. In the present section, we first prove the statement 
(i) of Theorem 1. 
Proof qf (i). The proof is done by contradiction. Assume that there 
exists an infinite sequence of eigenvalues {I., ), &,EI”== [a, h]; 
&,u,,=I,~Eu,,, with (u,, uk), =S,k, ( , ), being defined by (1.2). We 
assert that there exists C independent of m such that 
l40.0 G c I%/ - l.Or (7.1) 
14AOJ G c /%10.0~ (7.2) 
for some ;J >O. Statement (i) follows from the two assertions above. 3y 
(7.2), {u,f forms a precompact set in H ,,0 and hence we can choose a 
subsequence {u,} converging strongly in H ,,(); uI -+ u,,. By (7.1) u(, # 0. 
On the other hand, u,-+O weakly in Ho,,). This is absurd. 
We prove (7.1). Keep the same notations as in Sections 5 and 6. Let 
4,(t) be as in Lemma 6.1. Then the estimate 
(7.3) 
is trivial. Let dz(c) be as in Lemma 6.2. We can prove 
IdADa) %Ao.1)~ c IU,I~ 1.0 (7.4) 
by an argument similar to that used in the proof of Lemma 6.2. 
We work in a conic neighborhood of 1. Let $J~(() be as in Lemma 6.3. 
We claim that 
IMDr) 4?Io.y G c‘ Iu,,,I 1.0 (7.5) 
for y, 0 < y < CJ - 1. To prove this, we shall show that 
for any F >O small enough, assuming, as usual, that t0~.21, only and 
(a/Z<,) i,(x, 5) >0 at to. The same estimate as above holds for a symbol 
with support in a small conic neighborhood of another fixed to E Z. Thus, a 
partition of unity, together with (7.3) and (7.4) proves (7.5) and hence 
(7.1). 
To prove (7.6) we write do(D,) u,,, as in (6.12); 
MD,-) urn = E ‘.‘2(~t.,j,,, + \t.l’lr,, + M’,,) + T , u,,, 
with T , E OPAk.,‘), where 
M, ,,n = f’,(x D \ 1 E’!240(D x 1 u,,,, o<.j< 1, 
M’m = P(x, D,) E’~*q&(D,) u ,,,. 
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It is easy to see that (w,/~,~ <C Iu,I m-,.0. By (5.10) and Theorem 3.2 (cf. 
Remark 3.4(iii)), 
l~lrnlO,.~~~ /%n/o.o+ cc I% I.0 
for y, 0 ,< y < 0 - 1. worn is represented as 
and hence, by Theorem 3.2 again, we have 
l~Oml*,l d c, I%,lo.-l G c, I%1 I,~-? 
for CI, f < CY < a/2. Thus (7.6) is obtained by combining the estimates above 
for wj,,,, O<j< 1, and r-~,. 
Next, we shall prove (7.2). By (7.4) and (7.5) it suffices to prove that 
Ic4,(DK) UfnlO.y d c I%710.0 (7.7) 
for some y>O. We set r,,(x;d)=(l+p (x(‘).“*(.Y)~ for p and 6 (>O) 
small enough, and define z’,,,(x; 6) by upm = r&x; S) d,(~,) u,. We claim 
that 
I ~fm71 0.0 6 c I %I 0.0 (7.8) 
uniformly in p, if 6 is chosen small enough. Equation (7.7) follows 
immediately from (7.8) by the limit procedure p -+ 0. To prove (7.8), we 
first note that 
I c,,,,, I I.0 G C( I fJ,m 10.0 + I U,! I 0.0) (7.9) 
for C independent of p and 6. Recall the decomposition (2.3) and the 
notation L(I*) in Section 2. We rewrite Lou, = I”,Eu,, as follows: 
L(&J u, - Lf4?? = L V%,, where the matrix-valued function V(x) has 
compact support. After a simple computation, we see that t’,,, satisfies the 
equation 
L(L) t’pl?? - Lvpm = f,m + ‘fTgm2 
where 
fpm= LLO, Yp14,(Dr) u,n= rJ& r,,l ‘6 ‘qJm, 
g pm = Lr,4,(Dr) vu,Yz + L?r,l[I4,(~.)~ Vol urn. 
Now, let f. be as in Lemma 2.3 and set go = I - .fo. Then it is easy to prove 
that 
I~ogrduL)) lJ ,,nrl”.O+ l‘?o(-uL)) ~~,,“/O,O~ c I%lo.o. (7.10) 
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Hence we have only to show that 
(7.11 ) 
We prove this by making use of the commutator method in Section 2. Let 
A be defined by (2.2) and let $K(x) be as in 6.3. Then the following 
relations can be easily verified: 
2 i; Im(UL) up,,,, ICIKAvpm) = i(CUL), Al uprn, cpm)r 
lim Im(v,,, $KA~,ln2) =O 
KT cc 
Hence, by Lemma 2.3 and (7. lo), 
IfdUL)) vpml&6 C(IU,,,> Av,,,)l + l<gpm, Av,,n)l + l~n&J 
The second term on the right side is majorized by C \u,\&. To evaluate the 
first term, we note that [Lo, fP] r; ‘: H,, + H,., is bounded with bound 
O(6), and hence, by (7.9) and (7.10) 
I <.f,,,, Av,,)l d C(6 I.fo(UL)) ~,,ml;.o + M;,o). 
Hence, if 6 is chosen small enough, (7.11) and hence (7.X) are proved. 1 
The same technique as above is also used to prove (ii) of Theorem 1 
8. PRINCIPLE OF LIMITING ABSORPTION 
We shall give the proof of (ii)- of Theorem 1 for the “+” case only. 
Throughout the proof, we again keep the same notations as in Sections 5 
and 6, and CI is assumed to be $ < M < o/2. This loses no generality. 
Proof @-(ii). (0) This statement is also proved by contradiction. Deny 
the statement and assume that there exist sequences (fm), {tim}, ti,, > 0, 
and (urn} such that: (i)f, + 0 strongly in H2,n; (ii) K, -0; (iii) 
We can choose a subsequence {u!> such that U, + u0 weakly in H,, .~a. The 
limit u0 satisfies L,(I),) u,, = A!%,. By a series of steps, we shall show that 
u0 # 0 and u0 E Ho,,. This implies that u0 is an eigenfunction associated to i” 
and hence contradicts the assumption that A is not an eigenvalue. 
(1) First, we prove that u0 #O. Take y to be in (4, c(), so that 
o-y>%. By Theorem3.1 with z=;, and s=2-g, 
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and hence Iu,I ,,- ~ < C for C independent of IYZ. This implies that i U, i 
forms a precompact set in H,,. 2 and hence U, --t ug strongly in H,,, x. On 
the other hand, 
1 = I u,,,I 2. ? d (3 I .L, I 2.1 + I u,,, IO. 1) 
by Theorem 3.3. This proves that ug # 0. 
(2) We assert that ug E H,,, n for any 6 > 0. We know that U(,E H,, x. 
Recall the decomposition (2.3). By Definition (2.4) UOcan be written as 
u0 = G(A + i0) /1Vu,. The matrix V(x) is symmetric, C’ -smooth and com- 
pactly supported. Hence VU,, E H,,, and Im( VU,,, l4()) = 0. We now use 
Proposition 2.11 with f’= 1. VU,, to obtain that ug E H n. ,) for any 6 > 0 and 
hence by interpolation, the assertion follows at once. 
(3) Let (6,(c) be as in Lemma6.1. We claim that #,(fI,) U()E H,,.,,. 
This is proved by the same technique as in Section 7. By step (2), we know 
that d,(o,) U”E Ho. n for any 6 > 0. We can prove that 
I(1 +P 1.4’) O1~I~~,~~~olo.o=~~~~ 
as p + 0, if 6 is taken small enough. The claim above follows immediately. 
Next, let #z(<) be as in Lemma 6.2. Then it is easy to see that 
MD,) uo 6 H,.,. 
(4) Now, let d(i) be as in Lemma 6.3. We assert that 
43(Dr) U,,E H,,,. If this is proved, it then follows that U,)E Ho,,,. We shall 
prove this assertion for bo(D,) ug, assuming again that co E z‘, only and 
(L’/(;<,) i.,(.l-, 5) > 0 at to. Let $K and iK be as in 6.3. Then rjo(D,) u. can be 
written as 
with T , FOPA:,,‘), where 
The last two terms belong to H,,o and it is not hard to see that r~‘,,~ and ~1~ 
also belong to Ho.{). 
(5) We use Proposition 4.6 to prove that M’,~E Ho,,,. We write the 
coordinates x = (.Y! ,..., .Y,,) as I = (1, J.), where I = .x1 and J = 
(X *,..., x,,) E R”- ‘, and recall the notations c *(x, 4; jb) in Section 5. Define 
So E OPAL:; by 
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and cK by u,=S,~,U,=~~(D,)~+(~U,D,;~)~~,.. Then L‘~ satisfies the 
equation of the form (5.3) with K=O; 
where 
and g, takes the form g,= TOih.~10 with TOe OPAj$. The symbol of T,, is 
independent of K. Since u0 E Ho, ,j for any 6 > 0, both .fi. and gI; belong to 
Ho,r for any y < c and also 
(8.2) 
for any 6, 0 < (5 < $. By (5.7), we have 
lim inf IlvK(r)li~=O, (8.3) 
f--* -I 
where 11 Ilo denotes the norm in Z= JI’@ L,(R; ’ ), ~2 summands. Let w,,(q) 
be as in the proof of Proposition 4.3. Define I-(,~= o,,(D,) Us. Then 
L’,,~(~)E Z for all t and satisfies an equation of the form (8.1). Taking 
account of (8.3), we take the scalar product in Z of L‘,,~ with this equation 
and integrate with respect to 1. Then by (8.2), we have 
f;ty Il”,,hmK = 4 113 
We now introduce the notation 
i 
T 
f(u) = lim sup T ’ Ilu(r) df. 
r- I -0 
We write rpK as t:,,, = c,, + I?,,~, where r,, = tr>,,(D, ) S,,u,, and F,,K = 
-to,,(D, ) .S,,I/I~U,,. Since E,,x E H,,,(,, we have 
I(u,,) = I(c,,,) = I’;ry llr~,,dr)ll~ = 41 ), K+ x. 
I(r,,) is independent of K and hence we can conclude that 
lim,tI II~,,~(r)ll: = 0. Thus. by Proposition 4.6, we obtain that 
/L.~,~)~~,~ d C,. This proves that ~~~~~ E H,,,,,. 1 
Proqf’sf (iii). In the proof of (ii), we have shown that a subsequence 
R(i. + ix,; L,)f’converges weakly in H2. 2 as hi, + 0. As is easily seen, the 
limit does not depend on the choice of a subsequence. Hence, 
R(i. + i0; L,): H2,2 + Hz. 2 is well defined. To prove the strong convergence 
as K 4 0 of R(2 + iti; L,)f; it suffices to prove it for ,f’in a dense set in H,.,. 
Take ,f in H,,, Then by the same argument as in step ( 1 ), we can prove 
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that R(j- + iK; L ,)f’ converges strongly in Hz, 1. Thus the proof of (iii) is 
complete. 1 
Proof of (iv). Uniform houndedness. Let 1 be a compact interval not 
containing the origin and eigenvalues of L, Deny the statement and 
assume that there exist sequences if,,? 1, [z,,] and {urn) such that: 
(i) f,, + 0 strongly in H2,?; (ii) znI = i,, + ix,,, i,, E Z, converges to io; (iii) 
We can choose a subsequence {u,] such that U, -+ u0 weakly in H,, 2. By 
the continuity in (i+ K) of G(0, K; A) (Proposition 2.9) we can write LQ, as 
uO= G(&,+ i0) 1., VU,. Hence, repeating the arguments as in the proof of 
(ii), we can show that u0 # 0 is an eigenfunction of L, associated to i.,,. This 
contradicts the assumption on 1. 
Uniform convergence. By the uniform boundedness above, we have only 
to prove the uniform convergence as K --f 0 of R(/Z + ix; L, ),f for ,f’ in a 
dense set of H2.z. Let 1 be as above. We again deny the statement. We 
assume that there exist .f’~ H,,, and a sequence (z~!}, zrn = A,,, + iti ,,,, I.,,, E I, 
such that 
I R(,-,,, ; L,),f-NL,+iO; L,)j’l,. .>d 
for some 6 > 0. We may assume that zrn + &E Z. Set U, = R(z,?,; L, ),f‘and 
v,, = R(i., + i0; L, )f: It can be proved that a subsequence {u,) converges 
to some zfg strongly in H2, 2 and u0 can be written as u0 = 
G(& + iO)(Ef + & VuO). Similarly, a subsequence (c,> converges to some vtj 
and v0 = G(%, + iO)(Ef + E,, l/c,). Set u’,I = ug - vo. We again repeat the 
arguments as in the proof of (ii) to obtain that M.~=O. On the other hand, 
JM-.~I~,~~ > 6. This is absurd and the proof is complete. 1 
9. SCATTERING THEORY 
In this section, we discuss the asymptotic behavior as I + or, of 
solutions to (1.1). Let 4(A), 0 6 ,j d 1, be the spectral resolutions associated 
to L,; L, = f i,dE,(i,). Let A be the totality of nonzero eigenvalues of L,. We 
define the space X, (scattering state) by A’, = &,(R’\(A u (0))) A’,. 
THEOREM 9.1. Assume (E), (L,), and (L). Let u(t, x) =exp( -itL,)J’he 
a solution to (1.1) w’ith initial data ,f E X,. Then u( t, x) has the local energy 
decaying property; 
J‘ ,\,<R l4t,x)l’d-~-+O, t+ &cc, 
,for any fixed R -C x’. 
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The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1. We discuss the 
asymptotic behavior of u(f, x) in more detail in the case of short-range per- 
turbations. 
THEOREM 9.2. Assume (L,) und (E) w.ith H > 1. LPI J: X0 -+ X, he the 
identifi:cation operator defined by Ju = u. Then the wave operators 
I+‘* = s-lim exp(itl.,)Jexp( -iitL,,) &(R”\, ‘101) 
i+ f-J 
exist and are complete; Range( W, ) = X,. 
COROLLARY 9.3. Under the same assumptions us dove, u(t, x) = 
exp( -itL,)f, f E X,, behaves like,free solutions us t + kx; 
144 ~~)-ex~(-irL,)(W~)*.fl,,.,~O, t+ +c. 
Theorem 9.2 is obtained as a simple application of the two-space 
abstract stationary method due to Kato [6]. As stated in Section 1, the 
existence of wave operators has been proved in [ 11 and [9] under 
Assumptions (E.l) and (E.2) with 8 > 1 only by making use of the 
Cook-Kuroda method. To prove the completeness, we have only to verify 
the assumptions of Theorem I in [6]. 
We state this theorem in the form adapted to our application. The 
original theorem is formulated in a slightly different and more general 
form. For details, see Theorems I and II and remarks after them. 
THEOREM ([S]). Let TC R’\(/i u (0)) be u compact interuul ,fixed 
arbitrarily and denote by I-+ an upper adjacent open rectangle to I-. Let Y he 
u Bunuch space densely embedded in H,,,. Assume that there exists u 
strongly continuous fumily of operators F(i): Y --) Y dqfi;ned,ftir [ E Tu f + 
such that (f < E r+, F(i) maps Y into itself and 
Hi; L, 1.f = JNi; LO) 4iJ.f; .fE y. 
If the wuve operators Wi e.rist, then W t are complete. 
In our application, we take Y = Hz,f,,z and 
F(i)=Et<(E-Id)R(<;L,). 
If E(x) satisfies (E) with 8> 1, then it follows from Theorem 2 that F(i) 
satisfies the assumptions of the theorem above. 
As a recent trend, the completeness of wave operators has been proved 
by the purely time-dependent method (Enss method) (see Simon [ 151). 
However, it seems that such a method cannot be directly applied to 
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systems of nonconstant deficit. One of main diffkulties is that the pertur- 
bation E - Id is not relatively compact to L,,. For example, ,f( f., ) - .f‘( L,,) 
is not in general a compact operator for ,f~ C;; (R’ \O). We have already 
encountered such a difficulty when we used the commutator method due to 
Mourre in Section 2. 
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